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“It is a great time 

to be a Statistician” 

(Ron Wasserstein, Executive Director of the Americal 

Statistical Association, Lisbon, Portugal, July 2012)

We used to be the profession that got no respect. We used to 

be but no long.

In the USA alone, more than 160.000 people with knowledge 

in quantitative methods will be needed in 2018!

Why Statistics?
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Hal Varian

(Chief Economist 

at Google; 2009)

Why Statistics?
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http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/06/technology/06stats.html

http://moneyland.time.com/2011/11/21/nine-jobs-of-the-near-future/#26029-2

Why Statistics?
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Best jobs for 2016 (CareerCast.com)

Source: http://www.careercast.com/jobs-rated/jobs-rated-report-2016-ranking-200-jobs
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Best jobs for 2017 (CareerCast.com)
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Best jobs for 2018 (CareerCast.com)
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The Era of Big Data!
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The Era of BIG data!
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New York Times, Feb 11, 2012: “The Age of Big Data”  

“What is Big Data? A meme and a marketing term, for sure, but 

also shorthand for advancing trends in technology that open the 

door to a new approach to understanding the world and making 

decisions. L”

Why are big data big? 

Generate data at different places/times and different resolutions

Factor of 10 more data is not just more data, but different data

The Age of BIG data!
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Information has gone from scarce 

to superabundant! 

(February 2010) 

Data, data everywhere

Social media: posts, pictures and videos

Sensors gathering information: 

e.g. Climate, traffic etc.

Purchase transaction records

Mobile phone GPS signals

Digital satellite images 

Administrative and transactional 

records
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Every day, we create 2.5 quintillion (10�� in the USA; 10�� in UK) 

bytes of data — so much that 90% of the data in the world today 

has been created in the last two years alone. This data comes 

from everywhere: sensors used to gather climate information, 

posts to social media sites, digital pictures and videos, purchase 

transaction records, and cell phone GPS signals to name a few. 

This data is big data!

What is BIG data for IBM?

Source: http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/bigdata/what-is-big-data.html
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[L Many organizations are becoming overwhelmed with the volumes of 

unstructured information -- audio, video, graphics, social media messages 

-- that falls outside the purview of their "traditional" databases. 

Organizations that do get their arms around this data will gain significant 

competitive edgeL]

[L 91% (in the survey) say unstructured information already lives in their 

organizations, but many aren’t sure what to do about itL]

Unstructured data

June 8, 2011 (Joe McKendrick): Unstructured 

data: the elephant in the Big Data room
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How do people look at that “elephant”?
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The new V “Veracity” is introduced by some organizations

The three Vs of Big Data

Volume: Enterprises are awash 

with ever-growing data of all 

types, easily amassing

• terabytes—even petabytes—of 

information.

• Turn 12 terabytes of Tweets 

created each day into 

improved product sentiment 

analysis

• Convert 350 billion annual 

meter readings to better 

predict power consumption

Source: 

https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CGMQFjAH&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.csee.umbc.edu

%2Fcourses%2Fundergraduate%2FCMSC101%2FFall2013%2FSlides%2FGuestLecture_BigData_Bin.ppt&ei=uJ67VITdGcXOyQPnsYLACQ&usg=A

FQjCNGltA6vx3lxrhFwXtEfzccsqMaWAQ&sig2=6EuehGCpuBJHq8vRp5bwaw&bvm=bv.83829542,d.bGQ
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The new V “Veracity” is introduced by some organizations

The three Vs of Big Data

Velocity: Sometimes 2 minutes 

is too late. For time-sensitive 

processes such as catching

• fraud, big data must be used 

as it streams into your 

enterprise in order to maximize 

its value.

• Scrutinize 5 million trade 

events created each day to 

identify potential fraud

• Analyze 500 million daily call 

detail records in real-time to 

predict customer churn faster

Source: 

https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CGMQFjAH&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.csee.umbc.edu

%2Fcourses%2Fundergraduate%2FCMSC101%2FFall2013%2FSlides%2FGuestLecture_BigData_Bin.ppt&ei=uJ67VITdGcXOyQPnsYLACQ&usg=A

FQjCNGltA6vx3lxrhFwXtEfzccsqMaWAQ&sig2=6EuehGCpuBJHq8vRp5bwaw&bvm=bv.83829542,d.bGQ
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The new V “Veracity” is introduced by some organizations

The three Vs of Big Data

Variety: Big data is any type of 

data - structured and 

unstructured data such as text, 

sensor

• data, audio, video, click 

streams, log files and more. 

New insights are found when 

analyzing these data types 

together.

• Monitor 100’s of live video feeds 

from surveillance cameras to 

target points of interest

• Exploit the 80% data growth in 

images, video and documents to 

improve customer satisfaction

Source: 

https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CGMQFjAH&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.csee.umbc.edu

%2Fcourses%2Fundergraduate%2FCMSC101%2FFall2013%2FSlides%2FGuestLecture_BigData_Bin.ppt&ei=uJ67VITdGcXOyQPnsYLACQ&usg=A

FQjCNGltA6vx3lxrhFwXtEfzccsqMaWAQ&sig2=6EuehGCpuBJHq8vRp5bwaw&bvm=bv.83829542,d.bGQ
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The Data Science skill set

Source: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Data_Science:_An_Introduction

It is very unlikely 

to find a person 

with expertise in 

all these 

disciplines.

An individual 

might be expert 

in one or two, 

and proficient in 

another two or 

three.

Data science is a 

TEAM SPORT.
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Applications of Big Data

Social networks

• Google processes over 40.000 search queries per second on average, which 

translates to over 3.5 billion searches per day

• Every second, on average, around 6.000 tweets are tweeted, which corresponds to 

over 350.000 tweets sent per minute and 500 million tweets per day

• Every minute there are 3.125.000 new likes and 243.055 new photos uploaded on 

Facebook, which correspond to 4.5 billion new likes and 350 million photos uploaded 

ever day; 

There are 17 billion location-tagged Facebook posts, 4.75 billion items shared by 

Facebook users, and 10 billion messages sent, every day

• Each day there is an average of 58 million photos uploaded and an average of 1.65 

billion likes on Instagram. 

• Every minute, on average, 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube, which 

corresponds to 18.000 days (~49 years!) of video are uploaded every day

None of them existed beore 2004 (except google, 1998)!!
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The challenges
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Manage
Who owns the data? Stability of delivery/source

Because of its volume, run queries in database of data source holder

Methodological

Big data sources register events, not units, and they are selective!

Methods & models specific for large dataset (fast and ‘robust’)  

Try to ‘make big data small’ ASAP (noise reduction)

Technological

Learn from ‘computational statistical’ research areas

High Performance Computing needs, parallel processing

People

Need ‘data scientists’ (statistical minded people with programming skills that 
are curious) 

That are able to think outside the traditional sample survey based paradigm!

Challenges: Big Data and statistics
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The BIG challenge

to extract information from huge data sets, usually in the form of matrices;

to analyze these big data matrices efficiently and to get results within a 

reasonable amount of time;

to develop robust methodologies which can deal with problems such as missing 

values, and noisy data;

to develop time-wise efficient computational algorithms;

to develop data visualization tools for a quick analysis of the results and outputs.

A big challenge for Statisticians! 

(and interdisciplinary teams!)
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We need to think hard about how we can exploit this 

deluge of data, new tools and technologies

We must share and collaborate in applications of big 

data in all fields

We need to be able to respond to challenges about 

our statistical outputs and computational challenges 

arising from big data sources

We need to look beyond our backyards 

Where to from here?
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Especialização em Ciência de Dados e Big Data: 

Universidade Federal da Bahia – www.ecd.ufba.br/

Especialização em Data Science & Big Data: 

Universidade Federal do Paraná – www.dsbd.leg.ufpr.br/

Especialização em Ciência de Dados
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Especialização em Ciência de Dados e Big Data - UFBA

Thank you for your attention!

Questions/Remarks/Suggestions?

(paulocanas@gmail.com)


